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Event name:
Date:
Location:
Start / end time:

Attendees:

Objectives &
purpose:

End goal:

NHSmail Intune Service webinar
28 October 2021
Online Webinar
11:00 – 12:30 (including 5 minute break)

NHS Digital, Accenture – Avanade, and
Microsoft plus NHSmail organisations
who are interested in Intune on the
NHSmail tenant.
To provide an update to organisations on
the status of the NHSmail Intune Service
and explain in more detail the
onboarding strategy and technical
solution.
Organisations are informed on the status
of the NHSmail Intune Service and can
begin to plan for their organisation’s
onboarding.

Housekeeping
• As this is a webinar, all attendees, other than the presenters will be on mute during the
event.
• There will be two question and answer sections. If you wish to ask a question during one
of these, please raise your hand when we get to that point.
• As this event has high attendance, please try not to ask questions that are very specific
to your organisation.

• Any questions submitted in the chat which we don’t have time to answer in the session
will be answered via follow-up email after the session where appropriate.

SESSION 1
Intune delivery update
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NHSmail Intune Service | Delivery status
Device split

Organisations

Feedback
‘I’ve been
pleasantly
surprised at how
easy the enrolment
process was.’

27
Currently onboarded onto NHSmail
Intune and enrolling devices across their
estates.

‘We consistently
receive positive
feedback from
our end users.’

Survey insight Delivery status | October 2021

158
508K

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Piloted Intune with organisations, providing opportunities for important
feedback
Corporate mobile device management on clinical and non-clinical devices
Supported device platforms: Android, iOS/iPadOS, Windows 10 (and later),
HoloLens2
Fully supported Live Service
Group Management App enabling Local Admins to manage Groups in Intune
Native Intune Experience

Coming soon
▪
▪
▪
▪

Windows 10 Hybrid Experience
MAM (App Protection Policies
for Mobile Devices)
Enhanced Onboarding
Curriculum (Training)
Champions Group

NHSmail Intune Service | Onboarding journey
Organisations will be provided with a slot to onboard onto the NHSmail Intune Service. Onboarding to the service means that an organisation has provided key information (ODS code,
LA emails etc.) which the NHSmail Intune team will use to technically set up the organisation’s access to Intune. It is the responsibility of organisations themselves to then enrol devices
into NHSmail Intune at their own pace. Time, effort and resources will be required from organisations to enrol devices onto NHSmail Intune.

ONBOARDING ONTO NHSMAIL INTUNE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Complete Intune Registration Form
Form is reviewed and your organisation will be offered a slot
Your organisation will receive instructions to onboard
Review the Terms of Reference document
Technical onboarding is complete
Org. attends introductory session/s and receives documentation
Organisation is fully onboarded

DEVICE ENROLMENT AND ROLL-OUT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Assign EMS licenses to all LAs and end users
LAs test, upskill and become familiar with Intune
Devise a device enrolment ramp-up plan that meets your aims
Consider resources, time and effort to rebuild and enrol devices
Consider resources, time and effort to deploy to end users
Consider resources, time and effort to support end users
Organisation rolls out Intune across the device estate

For a detailed onboarding journey and supporting information, please see the Intune introductory packs.

NHSmail Intune Service | Onboarding profile
Org. onboarding slots per month

+ 08

Onboarding ramp-up

Nov 21
Jan 22

+ 20
+ 20

+ 20

Feb 22
Mar 22

NHSmail Intune Service | Key pre-requisites

Enrolment

Licensing

✓ Remove Mobile devices
from existing device
management and then
reset devices to factory
settings

✓ EMS E3 and AADP2
licenses should have
already been procured
and moved into the
NHSmail shared tenant

✓ LAs to support End Users
with data back-up to avoid
any data loss during
device reset and
enrolment

✓ EMS E3 and AADP2
licenses are required
for end users and LAs
who will be using the
Intune service

✓ Windows 10 Devices need
to be joined to Azure ADjoined or Hybrid-joined
anew, leaving an existing
join on the current
organisation's Azure AD
For all pre-requisites, see the NHSmail Intune Service Terms of Reference.

Devices & users
✓ Devices meet minimum
platform requirements
✓ All end users and LAs
must have an nhs.net
account
✓ End users can be in
either clinical or nonclinical roles and can
work any hours

Service support
✓ All service requests and
Level 3 issues should be
raised as a ticket via
Helpdesk Self-Service
(HSS)
✓ LAs upskilled in Intune
device management
sufficiently to be able to
enrol and provide Level
1 (e.g., service desk and
deskside support) and
Level 2 support (via
delegated RBAC
controls) to their end
users

ABM link
✓

Organisations wanting
to enrol Apple devices
(iOS and iPadOS) will
require those devices
to exist in an ABM
instance already

✓

Org. ABM to be linked
into NHSmail Intune

NHSmail Intune Service | Org. information management
1. NHSmail Intune Registration Form
✓

Register your interest in onboarding to the
NHSmail Intune service via HelpDesk Self
Service

2 . NHSmail Intune SharePoint site
✓

Update your organisations details on the SharePoint site

✓

You will be able to view; preferred onboarding date, organisation management structure,
onboarding planning, hybrid requirements and much more!

Q&A
Please raise your hand if you wish to come
off mute to ask a question
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Intune technical overview
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INTUNE TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

NHSmail Intune Service | High-level Intune solution
• The NHSmail Intune solution builds upon existing infrastructure to
provide a seamless experience for LAs and End Users
• The solution leverages existing NHSmail Azure capabilities, including
Azure AD (AAD), Intune and Microsoft Defender for Endpoint (MDE).

• NHSmail Intune offers centralised device management of technology
platforms (Windows 10, Apple iOS/iPadOS, HoloLens 2 and Android OS).
• The solution offers devolve powers and rights between NHS Digital and
individual orgs.
• A ‘standardised NHSmail baseline’ is defined globally across the
NHSmail Intune platform. This refers to a set of standardised apps,
settings and policies configured and deployed for each technology
platform. For Windows 10 there is a centralised Security Baseline policy
which is enforced to all Windows 10 'Cloud' devices enrolled into Intune.
There are also “pencilled-in”, customise-able baselines available for all
device types.
• Although centrally managed, an Intune Role Based Access Control
(RBAC) model enables LAs to maintain control over their Organisation's
devices.
• The NHSmail Intune service will provide a Hybrid solution to enable
organisations to Co-Manage devices with SCCM and Intune as well as
connect on-premises Certificate Issuing services for VPNs, Wifi, etc.
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Coming soon

NHSmail Intune Service | Features & benefits

The NHSmail Intune Solution centralises device management under NHSmail’s Intune
tenant while maintaining a high degree of customisation, oversight and local autonomy for
local organisations.

REDUCED
COMPLEXITY

SECURITY &
DATA PROTECTION

TIME SAVINGS &
CONSOLIDATION

USER
EXPRIENCE

• Simplified cloud-hosted device
management, provisioning and
remote configuration

• Seamlessly update security
configurations for different
technology platforms

• Consolidate MDM license costs and
enable a return on investment of
EMS licenses purchased

• Intune is the single tool to manage
iOS/iPadOS, Android, Windows 10
& HoloLens 2

• Individual Orgs. provided granular
management of their device estate
via the Intune native multi-org RBAC
permissions model

• Ability to remotely wipe and
lockdown lost or stolen devices

• Staff time savings for LAs resulting
from standardised, modern,
streamlined and simplified device
management via single console

• LAs will be able to remotely set-up a
device creating a bespoke and org.
personalised unboxing and first
touch use experience

• Create and manage Intune user and
device groups with bespoke app

• Provides monitoring of device
compliance

• Using Intune with the NHSmail
Azure AD (AAD) identity platform
will enable SSO to NHSmail services

NHSmail Intune device management will provide critical digital infrastructure that can support the mobile and flexible NHS workforce.
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NHSmail Intune Service | Hybrid infrastructure

Azure-AD Join Windows 10 devices
provisioned with Autopilot (On-premises
Identity enhancements coming soon)

Intune

Issue Certificates for any device via
Intune On-premises connectors (SCEP
and PKCS)

Cloud Device

NHS.net AAD

User Identity Sync
(coming soon)
Hybrid Join
Device
(Coming soon)

Co-manage any Windows 10 device with
existing Organisation MS ConfigMgr and
NHS.net Intune

Conditional Access for Device
Compliance and MAM (Coming soon)
(Coming soon) Hybrid-join Windows 10
devices to NHS.net Azure AD with Group
Policy / ConfigMgr + Co-Management
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Certificate
Issuing

SSCM/ConfigMg
r

Local
Org AD

AD-managed
Device

NHSmail Intune Service| Windows 10 device adoption
Cloud-Only
Device

Features & Benefits
Device
Build/Provision
(Intune AutoPilot)

Cloud-OnlyJoined Device

•

NHSmail Cloud resources fully accessible (i.e., Office 365 Suite).

•

Highly effective for Cloud-centric use-cases.

•

Some on-premises resources may not be available, a solution may
be required for organisations for such resources before a CloudOnly device can be adopted.

•

Organisations with minimal On-Premise dependencies may already
be able to adopt now.

•

Per-org SCCM can provide ‘Dual Management’ to manage coexistence with Local org’s On-Prem devices.

•

Devices provisioned via the organisations existing infrastructure
(e.g., SCCM) and then are hybrid joined.

•

Retains existing on-premises resource access 'as is’. NHSmail Cloud
resources fully accessible (i.e., Office 365 Suite).

•

Orgs can transition device management (e.g., GPOs) to NHSmail
Intune as they remediate On-Premises challenges.

•

Folders &
Storage

Low impact to organisations that have On-Premises dependencies
but can still substantially adopt NHSmail Intune.

•

Apps &
Servers

Orgs can migrate devices to Cloud-Only Device as they migrate OnPremises resources to the cloud.

•

On-Premises resources can be uplifted/retired gradually, removing
most barriers to adoption.

NHSmail
Services

NHS.net
Azure AD

NHSmail
Org. OnPrem

Available
now

Hybrid-Joined
Device

On-Premise Resources

On-premises AD
and resources

Cloud & On-PremJoined Device

NHSmail
Services

NHS.net
Azure AD

Print

Coming
soon

Device Build/ Provision
(i.e., SCCM, etc)

Connectivity

On-premises AD
and resources

Provisioning

NHSmail
Org. OnPrem

Solution/Effort Required

NHSmail Intune Service | RBAC & NHSmail baseline
NHSmail Intune RBAC

NHSmail Baseline Diagram

Baseline Policies and Delegated Policies

Intune will be configured to provide a core set of
centrally managed Windows 10 Security Baselines.
Organisations will be able to view these settings
but will not be able to change them. On top of
these baselines, there are “pencilled-in” policies
and settings which can be changed by LAs.

Local Administrators at onboarded organisations
will be able to set up their own Groups, Policies,
Profiles and Apps on top of the centrally managed
settings ensuring a high degree of customisation,
oversight and local autonomy.
*To be added at a later phase. See here for more information.
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NHSmail Intune Service | Multi-organisation model
Central Management (default onboarding option)
Multi-organisations that utilise central management will be onboarded to NHSmail Intune with a
centralised ODS code and will manage all of their sub-orgs using local AAD groups.

Devolved Management (by business justification only)
Multi-organisations that utilise this mode are onboarded under separate
ODS codes and managed separately via RBAC controls.

The example below outlines how a Centralised Management model is structured:

The below example outlines the Devolved Management model:

✓ Large multi-orgs with 10+ child
organisations
✓ Central management of IT infrastructure
✓ Configuration and policies are consistent
across all organisations

Org A
Central Intune
Management
ODS1

Models can be combined in a single
solution. For example, an organisation
in the Devolved Management model
has their own sub-orgs managed in line
with Central Management model.

Org B
BB1

Local AAD Group
A.1

Local AAD Group
A.2

Local AAD Group
A.3

Local AAD Group
A.4

BB2

Local AAD Group
A.5

For this mode, BB2 has
their own LA team with
admin rights for BB2
only.

Local AAD Group
A.6

BB2 cannot see BB3 or
BB4’s data.

BB3

BB4

✓ BB1 is able to manage the ODS
codes (BB2, BB3, BB4)
✓ Each org requires their own
EMS licences
✓ There is a separate ABM tenant
for each ODS

NHSmail Intune Service | Configuration items
NHSmail Intune enables LAs to administer their configuration items in isolation from other organisations’. This includes administering their own devices, policies,
and apps via Intune. It is important that any changes made by an LA only affect the devices and users within their organisation. To facilitate this requirement, NHSmail Intune has
a robust RBAC model to provide general-purpose roles for every day admin tasks, as well as custom roles provided for a more fine-grained approach to permission management.

Set by central NHSmail IT Admins

Set by central NHSmail IT Admins

Delegated to organisations’ Local Admins

TENANT-WIDE CONFIGURATIONS

CENTRAL NHSMAIL CONFIGURATIONS

LOCAL ADMIN CONFIGURATIONS

➢
➢
➢
➢

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

MDM Authority
Apple MDM Push Certificate
Manage Google Play account
Android Enterprise – corporate owned fully managed
enrolment
➢ Android Enterprise – Enrolment Profiles
➢ Device Clean-up rules
➢ Conditional Access – requires AAD permissions
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Intune Company Portal - Branding and customisation
Custom notifications
RBAC and Scope Tags (Provided to LAs)
Windows 10 Security Baselines
Android Enterprise – Corporate Owned Dedicated
Device

Apple Automated Device enrolment
Autopilot deployment profiles
Device & App management
Device compliance policies
Device & App configuration profiles
Apple VPP tokens & iOS app provisioning profiles
Terms of use
Update policies for iOS/iPadOS

NHSmail Intune Service | AAD Group Management
app
NHSmail Intune will allow LAs (with RBAC permissions) at onboarded organisations to manage Groups without requiring native access to Azure AD. This will allow LAs granular
control over the creation, editing and deletion of their organisation’s Groups within Intune and permit LAs to closely and independently manage Groups scoped to their
organisation. The below details all Group Management tasks LAs at onboarded organisations will be able to do:

LAs will be able to sign into the Security Group Management App with SSO
if they are logged into their NHSmail account.

LAs at onboarded organisations will be able to complete the following Group
management tasks via the NHSmail Intune Security Group Management Application:

VIEW AND SEARCH GROUPS
LAs will be able to view and search all Groups assigned to their organisation’s
ODS scope tag.

SCREENSHOT HERE;
hyperlink can be added

CREATE GROUPS
LAs will be able to create groups for users and Win 10 devices (excluding
dynamic groups).

EDIT AND DELETE EXISTING GROUPS
LAs will be able to edit and delete existing Groups and will be
able to view Group owners and members.
✓ A link to the Security Group Management App will be included in
the Operations Guide for Local Admins. and Onboarding Managers.
✓ All RBAC permission LAs will have access to this app and will be
able to manage access to this app at their organisation by adding
more LAs if required.

ADD AND REMOVE GROUP MEMBERS
LAs will be able to add and remove Group members for user groups
and Win 10 device groups (including with a .csv file) and add and
remove members to the organisation’s Intune Administration group.

Q&A
Please raise your hand if you wish to come
off mute to ask a question
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END OF WEBINAR
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FAQ
Following the webinar we compiled a list of questions,
and have provided answers here
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NHSmail Intune Service | FAQ
No.

Question

Answer

01

Do devices need to be reset before being enrolled in Intune?

Yes, because we need a fresh device before it can be enrolled. The devices need to be able to pick up their new settings with the new tenant.

02

Why is Apple Business Manager required?

To connect ABM to NHSmail Intune, organisations will need a device enrolment token from the Apple Portal. This token lets Intune sync
information for your Apple devices and permits Intune to upload enrolment profiles to Apple.

03

How are Intune licences assigned?

Organisations will need to move their procured EMS licences into the NHSmail shared tenant. There is a Licence Onboarding Form available
to request this. Once your organisation's licences are in the shared tenant, organisations can assign those licences to LAs and end users via
the NHSmail Portal.

04

How does the licensing work? Does this give flexibility for shared
devices?

Users will need to be licensed. More information regarding the licensing pre-requisites and shared devices can be found in the introductory
packs on the Intune overview page on the NHSmail support site.

05

Is the management of devices via the Intune console?

Yes, the standard Intune Portal is the tool used to manage devices.

06

Will any training be provided? Are there any courses that are
recommended?

Supporting documentation specific to using and managing devices on NHSmail Intune is available to all onboarded organisations. This
documentation also contains links to online Microsoft training courses. Training sessions will be available going forwards. More information
on these will be provided to onboarded organisations soon.

07

Is there an expectation at the rate at which organisations should roll
out devices?

There is no expectation of the rate at which organisations should roll out devices. Organisations onboarded to the NHSmail Intune Service
are free to decide on their own internal roll-out strategy at a pace which suits their context.

08

Is Microsoft Defender for endpoint on the roadmap?

Microsoft Defender for endpoint is currently available for Windows 10. We are looking into whether to extend this to Android and iOS.

09

Will Intune support endpoint full disk encryption and USB device
control?

Yes, as part of the security baselines organisations will have this capability.

10

Will Intune contain conditional access capability? And if so, will we
be able to use conditional access to prevent users synchronising
from OneDrive and SharePoint to personal devices?

This is currently in development. Organisations will be able to utilise conditional access policies with App protection policies to secure One
Drive and SharePoint on personal devices.

11

Can licenses be assigned to generic devices in Intune or do they
have to be user accounts?

EMS licences need to be assigned to user accounts.

12

After upgrade to W11 will there need to be anything done for
Intune/ATP or will this continue to work automatically?

The expectation is that Intune and ATP will continue to work well with Windows 11.

13

Will we be using native Microsoft tools and will new features flow
through into this?

Yes, we will be using the standard Microsoft Intune interface. Any new features that Microsoft introduce will be evaluated and enabled where
possible.

NHSmail Intune Service | FAQ
No.

Question

Answer

14

What are the timescales for Hybrid-Joined?

The NHSmail Intune team are currently working on a hybrid solution to enable organisations to continue to consume on-premise
resources (e.g., printing and network storage drives), whilst enabling organisations to adopt the NHSmail Intune Service and the benefits
associated with cloud device management.

15

Does Intune support BYOD in regard to Containerization
for Single-sign-on for applications inside containers / Remote
wipe of containers?

Yes, this is a work in progress and is scheduled for delivery in 2022 Q1 .

16

Will it be possible to migrate existing device configuration profiles
from a current MDM to Intune or will profiles need to be rebuilt as
new?

This is not usually possible, but it depends on the MDM solution you were using previously. If you have previously used Microsoft Intune,
you may be able to export and import policies and profiles, otherwise you will need to manually move policies.

17

Does the group management app support Dynamic AAD Groups?

The Security Group Management app does not allow LAs to create and manage dynamic groups, however onboarded organisations can
raise a service request for the creation and management of dynamic groups.

18

Would you be able to integrate third party patching solutions into
the Shared Tenant Intune, for example PatchMyPC? Will a
centrally funded solution being provided for patching 3rd party
applications?

Organisations will have access to Intune update rings but will need to manage patching solutions locally. There are no plans for this to be
managed or funded centrally.

19

Will Graph API be accessible to be able to run custom reports etc?

This is currently not supported by Intune. Graph API requires Azure AD roles/permissions, and we are not able to provide access to Azure
AD. The Intune custom RBAC roles are specifically designed to only allow access for Intune.

20

Would the solution allow for our hardware suppliers i.e. Dell to
provision devices at factory. Believe they would need access to
the tenant to ensure this could happen, would that be granted?

This is not currently supported but will be considered if there is sufficient interest from organisations.

21

Are we going to have access to things like Use group policy
analytics to import GPOs in Microsoft Intune | Microsoft Docs to
analyse on-prem GPOs for conversion?

This is not currently supported but we are actively considering and will implement if possible and if there is sufficient interest from
organisations.

22

Can company portal be branded appropriately per organisation,
or is there going to a centralised branding?

Currently, company portal branding is centralised, if your organisation requires the ability to customise company portal then please raise
a service request and the request will be considered.

23

So if we can see RBAC roles can it not be set so that we have the
ability to create our own limited subset RBAC roles for our own
organisation. i.e. Helpdesk

This is currently not available but as there is a clear use case for more granular sets of RBAC roles to be provided to organisations, we are
looking into being able to offer this capability.

